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This takes place in a future world where most of the women have been killed by a plague. Now women are
property of men. So far, so good. But it went astray for me as a post apocalyptic type story in several ways.
But, it is exactly what it says on the box. It is completely and totally messed up. Not for the faint of heart and
not a fluffy romance. The "hero" is a sadist, but the heroine is a masochist. In the end, she accepts her
situation. SassySami "Prima set dinner in front of Joseph and he patted her welted, bruised ass as she turned to
fetch her own plate. Her eyes returned to the butcher knife she had used to prepare dinner; recalling how he
had tied her to the table, then beaten and raped her already abused bottom, she picked up the knife, turned
around, and started stabbing him until he was a bloody mess on the floor. Then, knowing she would eventually
be discovered, she turned the kn A difficult book to read, not for the faint of heart! I read this book after much
procrastination, years and years actually. There is a good reason for that, this is probably a book everyone will
read because someone said it has a strong theme of beating and abuse and it has shock-value times a million. I
read it for that reason too and now, I know. Lilia Ford This sped past my comfort level and then just kept on
going. The punishments are extremely sadistic and relentless, and yet you buy the connection between the two
leads. I found the book totally disturbing and at times sickening, and yet addictive in a really psychotic way.
Lucymucy I enjoyed the storyline of this writing and thought that the background and characters sounded
interesting. The post nuclear, post plague aspect sounded like a clever twist. However, the farther I got into the
reading, the less I wanted to continue. The dystopian fantasy lends the perfect lens through which to explore
this new society. I loved the characters - real, intriguing, and Prima with her love of what is done for her and
her shame in feeling that way. Holly Bleepin hated it. The set up was fascinating, although it was also rather
cliched. The world is the one we live in now, but takes place after a plague that decimated the population,
women in particular. I thought the references to com This book is absolutely comprised of horrendous abuse.
It was so awful to read I was physically sick at times. I do not recommend. This was a VERY harsh story.
There is little emotional connection between characters. It is unlike CF other novels of this nature which have
t Hardcore scenes and as you can see from other reviews can be offensive for some readers. Very emotional
story about a woman who is a masochist and how she comes to this realization and comes to terms with it.
Jean Smith Audio Book review: What drew me to this story in the first place was the dystopian setting and the
BDSM romance aspects indicated in the blurb as well as the narrator. I enjoyed the narration. The narrator has
great voice inflection that kept me coming back to finish this story even when I may not have if I had been
reading it myself. I have taken some time to think Nicole B This is a great book written by Carolyn Faulkner.
Once again her style of domestic discipline was sexy and delicious. Adding the narration by La Petite Mort
tipped this audio into a must listen. The story was written from a prospective in a different time and culture.
The character development through the emotions that are exhibited, made it easy to understand and bond with
both. It takes a certain type of woman to be completely subservient and b I like the writing, Carolyn Faulkner
writes well. For me, the problem is Joseph. He has a few times when I almost like him, but not enough to get
over the rest of the times. Booklover This review is for the revised new edition. Prima is an intense book about
a dystopian society where women have become objectified and used only for sex and childbearing. The female
protagonist and namesake of the book is Prima, who was sold by her elderly and doting father to a wealthy
man name Joseph. Prima is considered old at 29 yrs. I will admit that I am rating this story based on its
creativity and the overall execution, which was deviously brilliant, but not on how the story made me feel.
Sometimes, an author will take a reader out of their comfort zone, shock them, and leave them shaking their
head in disgust and fear. Personally, as I read this, I kept thinking, I think I would just kill myself before Bex
Beckie Bookworm Mmmm InterestingWhere do I start, This was the first book by Carolyn Faulkner I have
tried and I mainly chose it for its posts apocalyptic theme and also a bit of curiosity after Reading the sample. I
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have read many stories over the years involving the shall we say the non- vanilla lifestyle, ranging in spectrum
from the mild to the the down right extreme and if your looking for light fluffy BDSM then this is not for you.
This story was a show of Spuffed I could be totally off base here but I think this book is more like book porn
than plot driven. When I say, "book porn", I mean a collection of sex scenes meant to get one off who has
certain predilections. For instance, I enjoy some non-con and I enjoy books by PowerOne. This book is for
spanking lovers and adult pacifier fetishists. Joanie M Prima is a book that is hard to admit you like. The story
is disturbing at the very least, with punishments so harsh, I wondered if human flesh could actually take that
much abuse and still fully recover. The book is masterfully written. Helen Jessica Mays It was a good distopia,
I really liked it. World building was fine, not rich but on the spot. I liked the hero. He knew what he wanted,
he was controlled in his harshness. He was also understanding towards her. He was a good dom for a
masochist. The stuff about underage girls scared me at first, but thankfully author smartly stayed away from
that subject. But truthfully, in a believab Firefly Harsh, but very very good. Prima was a virgin and although
she was shielded by her father from the realities of the current regime, she was still aware in theory of the
dismal and painful existence for women in her time. Despite her severe punishments from Joseph, she was
aware of how fortunate she was to be with a man who was on the one hand very caring, but on the other was a
sadist who would hurt her because it pleased him. Prima came to dre Marybeth This is a re-release of a
favorite. There has been a great Plague and women are at a premium. Women have no rights and are slaves
and treated as children. Prima Katherine has been sold to Joseph by her father. Even though Joseph cares for
her, he has definite views of how to care for a woman. He also is a sadist. There are severe spank See her face
as she is in pain. He gives her 20 strokes of the cane,a paddling,belt and 20 more of the cane all because it is
Friday her day to get beat, gives her an anemia so severe she is so dehydrated it makes her very ill. This is just
too much for me. Yblees Plot and setting have lots of potential. Already in this day and age, there are parts of
the world where men significantly outnumber women. Well, I was sorely mistaken. Gets 2 stars be Roylene
Made me sickWhile I enjoy a good book on domestic discipline, where the female get a nice toasted behind
for her own good and safety by the man who loves her to distraction.. Who likes to inflict pain on those
weaker than him just because he can!!! Very disappointed in Carolyn Faulkner for this trash!
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Read The Submissive Bride by Carolyn Faulkner by Carolyn Faulkner by Carolyn Faulkner for free with a 30 day free
trial. Read eBook on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android King Marston is a man with a past: a gun-slinger and a
gambler.
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Read "The Submissive Bride" by Carolyn Faulkner with Rakuten Kobo. King Marston is a man with a past: a gun-slinger
and a gambler. Typically when he rode into a town, he rode out scant da.
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Submissive Bride By Carolyn Faulkner - FictionDB. Cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards, publishing history,
genres, and time period.
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The Submissive Bride is a completely new story, and while Edmund and his "litte miss" Lacy make a brief appearance,
this is King's and Aubrielle's story. This.

Chapter 7 : Carolyn Faulkner Book List - FictionDB
Carolyn Faulkner's Victorian age-play fantasy, The Little Miss, is the single most popular book ever published by
Blushing Books. Carolyn returns us to that world, this time in the American West, instead of England.

Chapter 8 : www.nxgvision.com | The Submissive Bride (ebook), Carolyn Faulkner | | Boeken
The Submissive Bride, Carolyn Faulkner, Smashwords. Des milliers de livres avec la livraison chez vous en 1 jour ou en
magasin avec -5% de rÃ©duction.
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Books by Carolyn Faulkner. Carolyn Faulkner Average rating Â· 9, ratings Â· 1, reviews Â· shelved 20, times The
Submissive Bride by.
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